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The small K+ channel Kcv represents the pore module of complex potassium channels. It was found that its
gating can be modified by sensor domains, which are N-terminally coupled to the pore. This implies that the
short N-terminus of the channel can transmit conformational changes from upstream sensors to the channel
gates. To understand the functional role of the N-terminus in the context of the entire channel protein, we
apply combinatorial screening of the mechanical coupling and long-range interactions in the Kcv potassium
channel by reduced molecular models. The dynamics and mechanical connections in the channel complex
show that the N-terminus is indeed mechanically connected to the pore domain. This includes a long rang cou-
pling to the pore and the inner and outer transmembrane domains. Since the latter domains host the two gates of
the channel, the data support the hypothesis that mechanical perturbation of the N-terminus can be transmitted
to the channel gates. This effect is solely determined by the topology of the channel; sequence details only have
an implicit effect on the coarse-grained dynamics via the fold and not through biochemical details at a smaller
scale. This observation has important implications for engineering of synthetic channels on the basis of a K+

channel pore.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Potassium channels are responsible for the passive and highly selec-
tive flux of K+ ions down a concentration gradient. Common to all K+-
channels is the central pore module [1]. It comprises two transmem-
brane (TMD) helices separated by the pore helix [2]. Four units assem-
ble such that the pore loops come together to form a selectivity filter
for the ions to pass. Although all K+ − channel proteins have main-
tained this overall topology of the pore module throughout evolution,
only the K+ signature sequence alone is highly conserved on an amino
acid (AA) basis. With only minor deviations, this domain is in all K+

channels composed of themotifs TxxTxGYG or TxxTxGFG [3]. In the tet-
rameric pore module this sequence forms the selectivity filter [4].

While the selectivityfilter and the gates,which control the activity of
the channel, are well understood individually, it remains unclear to this
day howdifferent domains in a channel are functionally communicating
with each other via long-range interactions. For instance some channels
are regulated by ligands such as ATP in KATP-channels or cAMP in CNG
channels, which bind to cytosolic domains of the protein [5–7]. This
binding is then transferred via unknown mechanical interactions to
the gates in the pore module. Suchmechanical connections are also rel-
evant for the gating of voltage-dependent K+ (KV) channels, which
depend on a movement of the voltage sensor. This domain is adjacent
to the poremodule and undergoes a dislocation in response to a voltage
across the membrane. This movement of the voltage sensor domain
(VSD) [8] must then be translated by mechanical interaction into con-
formational changes in the pore module to operate the gates [8,9].

In the present study,we use a biophysical and structural approach to
uncover such long-range interactions in one of the simplest K+ channel,
the miniature channel Kcv. This 94 amino acid protein is among the
smallest proteins known to form a functional K+-channel; from a struc-
tural point of view it basically corresponds to the aforementioned “pore
module” of all known K+-channels [10]. In spite of its small size the Kcv
channel already exhibits many of the features of complex K+-channels
[10]. This includes ion selectivity, gating and sensitivity to channel
blockers [11,12]. An analysis of structure/function correlates has discov-
ered two distinct gates in this channel. One gate, which is responsible
for a fast gating at extreme negative and positive voltages, can be attrib-
uted to a depletion of ions in the selectivity filter [13]. A second gate,
which is presumably responsible for a slow activation of the channel
at negative voltages, was attributed to salt bridges at the cytosolic
entry into the channel. The salt bridge partners for this gate are provid-
ed by charges in the N-terminal slide helix of the channel and the
charged carboxyl terminus of the inner transmembrane domain [14,15].
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The starting point of the present study is the finding that the gating
of the channel can bemodified by a naïve coupling of the Kcv channel at
the N-terminus with regulatory domains [16–18]. The N-terminal cou-
pling of a voltage sensor from a phosphatase from Chiona intestinalis
converted the Kcv channel from a voltage independent channel into a
slow activating outward rectifier [16]. By an N-terminal connection
with a blue light sensor from plants the channel acquired a specific
light sensitivity [17]. These data suggest that a small movement of the
voltage sensor in the membrane [8], which is evoked by a change in
the electrical field, is mechanically transmitted to the channel pore
and finally to the gate(s) in the pore. The experimental data show that
this coupling between VSD and the pore is depending on the length of
the linker domain. This advocates a system according to which the
movement of the VSD is mechanically coupled via the linker to the
outer transmembrane domain, e.g. the domain to which the linker is
coupled. In order to understand how a movement of the N-terminus
in Kcv, e.g. the structure, which corresponds to the linker in Kvsynt,
should be transmit to other parts of the channel and presumably to
the gates, we use anisotropic network model [19,20]. By comparing
our model predictions with experimental data we uncover long long-
range interactions in the pore module, which are able of coupling con-
formational changes in the N-terminus to distant domains relevant for
gating of the channel. As a model system we use a Kcv geometry [21]
(structural data are provided as supplementary information [Kcv-
HOM-K29deprot_BiophysJ_96_485_2009.pdb], referred to under the
acronym Kcv-HOM-K29deprot in Ref. [21]) that has been obtained by
symmetrizing results from extensive molecular dynamics simulation
[14]. This structure proved already adequate to predict and explain a
bulk of structure/function relations in this small channel [15,21–23].
In the present study, we are confronted with a combinatorially large
number of simulations, while at the same time we are solely interested
in the dynamical behavior around the native state of the protein. These
two aspects render all-atommolecular dynamics simulations technical-
ly not feasible while not contributing any additional insight. We there-
fore employ coarse-grained molecular models as laid out in the
Methods section.

2. Theory/calculation

The underlying principle of elastic network models is to view a
folded protein as a mechanical network of amino acids [24,25]. We re-
duce the complexity of proteins to a graph, whose nodes are the resi-
dues of the folded protein, each represented by a bead located at the
position of its respective Cα atom. The edges in the network represent
physical interactions, which in turn are reduced to harmonic interac-
tions for all nodes (residues) being closer than a certain cutoff distance
rc. As worked out in previous studies, a physically sound choice is rc =
13 Å as distance cutoff [25–28].

2.1. Anisotropic network models

Anisotropic network models (ANMs) [25] are an extension of so-
called Gaussian network models [24]. While the latter model fluctua-
tions of residues in a protein structure isotropically, ANMs invoke an-
isotropy of the fluctuations in order to assess directionality of
correlatedmotions. All interactions aremodeled by Hookean potentials.
The individual interaction potential terms areweighted inversely by the
distance separating the residues under consideration [27,29]. Instead of
the N × N Kirchhoff matrix of polymer physics, we now deal with the
3N × 3N Hessian matrix that is composed of N2 super elements Hij of
the form

Hij ¼
∂2V=∂Xi∂X j ∂2V=∂Xi∂Y j ∂2V=∂Xi∂Z j

∂2V=∂Yi∂X j ∂2V=∂Yi∂Y j ∂2V=∂Yi∂Z j

∂2V=∂Zi∂X j ∂2V=∂Zi∂Y j ∂2V=∂Zi∂Z j
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where Xi, Yi, and Zi are the components of the position vector ri of indi-
vidual sites i. The full potential V is given by
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where sij are the spatial separations of residues i and j, the superscript
indicates the native configuration. K and κij weight the interactions of
covalent and non-covalent interactions, respectively. I' is defined as
the set of all non-covalent interactions between residues i and j closer
than rc, while the first sum is Eq. (2) covers all covalent interactions.
The scaling constants a and αwere introduced to fit experimental B fac-
tors [29]. For the homogeneous parameterization, we use a universal
force constant κ = K = κij = 1 to describe the interaction of any
contacting residue pair (i,j) as put forward by Tirion [30], whereas for
the inhomogeneous parameterization we distinguish between bonded
and non-bonded contacts and set κij = 3.17RT and K= 83.33RT as pre-
viously established [31]. The pseudo-inverse of the Hessian constitutes
the mechanical covariance matrix C and resembles the correlated mo-
tions, split into x, y, z directions, of any pair of residues in the thermody-
namic ensemble.

This matrix is computed via singular value decomposition (SVD)
[32]. Experimental B factors can be reproduced fromC [25,29]. Introduc-
ing mutations by setting contacts artificially to zero or by changing in-
teraction potentials leads to altered covariance matrices Cmut. To
quantify the magnitude of change in the protein dynamics introduced
by mutations, we use the Frobenius norm

d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
ij

Cij−Cmut
ij

� �2
s

ð3Þ

Computing the Frobenius norm solely for the whole matrix may dis-
guise relevant changes that occur only in functional subregions. To cope
with such obscuration effects, we compute the Frobenius norm for sev-
eral well defined parts of the protein and, therefore, its covariance ma-
trix as well. We defined structurally and functionally interesting
channel regions [14,21].

From the mechanical covariances one can additionally compute the
correlationmatrices by dividing eachmatrix entry by the square root of
its corresponding diagonal elements. To investigate the correlation of
motions, we performed this step and again restricted the subsequent
Frobenius norm computations to the functional portions of the channel.

2.2. Parameterization of the anisotropic network models

We used the following two different weighting schemes for the pa-
rameterization of the interaction potentials, which describe the har-
monic spring connections between each of two residues that are in
contact in the native Kcv structure:

(a) homogeneous parameterization, that does not discriminate be-
tween covalent and non-covalent bonds; this effectively focuses
exclusively on structural aspects;

(b) inhomogeneous parameterization, ensuring that covalent bonds
are more rigid in comparison to non-covalent contacts within
the protein structure.

We found that our results do not depend on these choices (Fig. S1).
We, therefore, show only results for the homogenous case here.

2.3. Switching-off interactions in the channel protein

In this part of the study we mimic the effect of mutations by artifi-
cially switching off contacts in an ANM for the Kcv structure giving
rise to a mutated mechanical covariance matrix Cmut. This is equivalent
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to setting the interaction strength locally to a vanishing value. Since the
Kcv channel is in its functional state a homotetramer, we simultaneous-
ly switch off corresponding contacts in all chains. We consider the
following scenarios: Each non-covalent contact within a chain is
switched off separately, thus its force constant is set to zero in all chains
of the homotetramer at a time. Note that the problem of additional sin-
gularities does not occur due to the high connectivity of each residue.
Therefore, the preservation of at least two contacts (one covalent, one
non-covalent) for each residue is guaranteed.

2.4. In silico experiments on ΔN terminal mutants

Removing corresponding residues in each chain at the N-terminus
generates ΔN mutants. We focus on the Δ7, Δ8 and Δ9 mutants,
which lack the first 7, 8 and 9 N-terminal amino acids, respectively.
We construct an ANM model for each mutant and compute the differ-
encematrix of the covariancematrices ofΔ7 andΔ9, which is restricted
to entries of residues that are present in bothmutants.We then proceed
to find a correlate in the ANM mechanics of the mutants which corre-
sponds to a measured loss of conductivity in experiments.

Additionally, we gain insight into the changes of the movements
themselves, rather than the correlation among them as in the previous
subsection. To this end, we decided to analyze the eigenvalues and re-
spective eigenvectors for the wild type and mutant systems as well as
for different mutants in more detail. Note, that the eigenvectors are re-
stricted to entries, which are shared by the ΔN mutant pair under
comparison. A comprehensive analysis of the 2 × 3N eigenvectors con-
stitutes a high-dimensional analysis problem, whose complexity needs
to be reduced to make a comprehensive analysis possible.

We propose the following protocol: To compare a mutant or the
wild-type (system I) to a mutant (system II), a distance matrix A is
constructed computing the overlap distance of each eigenvectors uI

and uII for all pairings (i,j) of eigenvectors (leaving out those belonging
to the six vanishing singular values that occur due to rotational and
translational degrees of freedom). This constitutes the overlap distance
matrix A:

Aij ¼ 1−
uI;i � uII; j

uI;i
�� �� uII; j

�� �� ð4Þ

By this definition, we provide for entries of A close to zero to indi-
cate a high similarity of the respective eigenvector pairing (i,j). The
matrix A is then used to assign corresponding eigenvectors/
eigenmovements between the respective proteins. Although there
are several efficient optimization schemes available [33–35], for
practical purposes we restricted this step to a “greedy” approach of
local optimization.

For these assignments, we computed histograms of the distribution
of the similarity values contained in the A matrices. These histograms
are then the sought-for, reduced representation of the similarity of the
accessible space of eigenmovements of the various mutants in compar-
ison to the functional wild-type structure or among each other.

As a potential falsification experiment, we repeated this for Δ1, Δ2,
and Δ3 mutants. This allows the comparisons of the absolute changes
in the variousΔNmutants, but also investigating the difference between
two ΔNmutants, which differ by the same number of deleted residues.
For example, we can test by this setup whether there is a fundamental
distinction between the differences between the Δ1–Δ2 mutants in
comparison to the differences between theΔ8–Δ9mutants— therefore,
accounting for any effect, which is caused by relative differences in the
number of deleted residues. We can also check whether any significant
change in the mechanics is due to the absolute number of deleted
residues.

We continued and quantified the similarity between the histograms
by computing the Kullback–Leibler divergences Dkl [36] between each
histogram pair hΔΔI and hΔΔII. Dkl was already discussed in the realm of
molecular dynamics and chemoinformatics as ameasure to quantify dy-
namical differences [37]:

Dkl hΔΔI∥hΔΔJ
� � ¼ X

x
hΔΔI xð Þ log2

hΔΔI xð Þ
hΔΔII xð Þ ð5Þ

In addition, we performed a clustering based on Dkl as distance
measure [37].

All computations were performed using the package BioPhys-
ConnectoR [38], an extension of the statistical software R [39] for bio-
physical and evolutionary biology purposes.

3. Results and discussion

In order to unravel the mechanical connectivity in the small K+

channel Kcv we have chosen reducedmolecular models to assess struc-
tural and functional modes in this protein. The rationale behind this ap-
proach is two-fold: a) the mathematical simplicity of such models
allows investigating a large number of thought experiments and vary-
ing setups. This is orthogonal to a detailed account via, e.g., atomistic
molecular dynamics simulations. Here, the loss of accuracy is compen-
sated by a gain in overall insight on combinatorial many scenarios. Fur-
thermore, b) we want to solely focus here on the dynamics of the
protein around its native state. This avoids any complications with
other selective pressures such as folding properties or more involved
effects.

The full dynamical information, which can be derived from such re-
duced network models as the anisotropic network model (ANM), is
contained within the mechanical covariance matrix (see Methods).
The covariance matrix quantifies if and to what extent the fluctuations
of the residues of a protein or a protein complex are ‘related’. Each
entry (i,j) of this matrix quantifies the in-phase or out-of-phase motion
amplitudes of residues i and j. For every dynamic-causal relation be-
tween i and j, the respective entry in this matrix is large in absolute
value. Furthermore, one obtains the (mechanical) correlation matrix
from this covariancematrix by simple normalization. Sincewe are inter-
ested here in both the correlation and the amplitude of the motions
themselves, we use both matrix types in our study. Thesematrices con-
stitute the full mechano-dynamical information on a protein (complex)
that can be extractedwithin themodeling accuracy of these ANMs. Typ-
ically, they compare well to more involved simulations as long as the
protein dynamics resemble an equilibrium ensemble or at least has
time-scales of conformational changes much longer than the time-
scales to be investigated by the ANMs.

3.1. Truncation of the N-terminus

As a first domain of interest we concentrate on the N-terminal helix
and its impact on the remaining part of the channel protein. An over-
view of the domains in theKcv channel togetherwith the amino acid se-
quence is shown in Fig. 1. It was previously shown that deletion of up to
7 N-terminal amino acids (L2-L8, referred to as Δ7 truncations) main-
tains activity of Kcv [15]. However, the channel becomes inactive if
two more residues, T9 and R10, are removed as well; the intermediate
Δ8 truncation (only T9 removed) shows only a reduced conductivity.
The reason for the abrupt loss in channel function in response to the
truncation of a single amino acid can be causally related to an interrup-
tion of the salt bridge pattern between the two TM domains [15]. To in-
vestigate whether the abrupt loss in function is also influenced by the
dynamicalmodes of suchΔN-Terminus truncation,we developed a pro-
tocol for the truncated structures. The goalwas to search for signals that
go hand in hand with the complete loss of channel conductance when
truncating 9 instead of 7 N-terminal residues, possibly only showing
small signals for the Δ8 mutant. Since we did not incorporate any
amino acid specificity in our model, we simply removed the first 7, 8
and 9 residues from the N-terminus, respectively. For completeness



Fig. 1.Amino acid sequence of Kcvwith assignment of functional domains. The functional domains above the sequence are taken from a homologymodel [21] and include the N-terminus
(NT), transmembrane domains 1 (TMD1) and 2 (TMD2), the turret (T), the pore helix (PH), the selectivity filter (SF) and C-terminus (CT). The position of the N-terminal slide helix (SH,
orange) the two transmembrane domains (blue, yellow) and the pore helix (green) aremarkedby bars. The canonicalmotive of K+ channels is shown in red and the critical amino acids in
the slide helix are highlighted in blue.
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we removed in this analysis also the first amino acid methionine (M1).
This is only possible in the theoretical protocol; in experimental studies
M1 is essential for protein biosynthesis.

Since the covariance and correlation matrices of different ΔN-
truncations have different lengths we restricted the analysis only to
those entries of the covariance matrix, which correspond to the same
residues in the different ΔN-truncations. To quantify which residues
are most affected by shortening the N-terminus, we aggregated all
squared differences belonging to each amino acid. The largest influence
could be observed in the N- and C-terminal regions. This comes as no
surprise, because both termini communicate mechanically with each
other (see below). Interestingly, half of TMD1 was affected as well,
whereas the remaining part showed only small deviations from the
wild-type behavior (see Supplementary Fig. S1).

Furthermore, we also identified motions of the wild-type channel
with those in theΔN-truncations and compared them using the overlap
distance (seeMethods section for details on the procedure). By this pro-
cedure we obtained an aggregate picture of how the individual motions
differ. We extended the set of mutants by Δ1, Δ2, and Δ3 mutants. This
allows us to investigate whether substantial mechanical changes occur
at an absolute number of truncated residues, or whether the effect is a
relative one, e.g. would the truncation from Δ1 to Δ2 be as severe as
the step from Δ8 to Δ9.
Fig. 2. Overlap distance histograms. Histograms of overlap distance values. For each Δ–Δ
eigenmovements. Small overlap distances indicate a high similarity of the dynamics of the res
to three residues only (except Δ7–Δ9, highlighted in red) and the inter-Δ group comprises m
distinct assignment of the red curve to the inter-Δ group is independent of the binning schem
Previous studies [19,20,40] introduced the notion of functional and
stabilizing mechanical motions, which can be classified by their respec-
tive frequencies. Modes with a low frequency represent global motions,
which occur mainly due to functional movements e.g. conformational
changes. High-frequencymodes, on the other hand, are related to local-
ized kinetics crucial for maintenance of structural stability. A pairwise
comparison of themodes of bothwild-type/mutant andmutant/mutant
revealed high similarity mainly for stabilizing modes; the majority of
the functional modes, however, differed substantially.

To analyze potentialmechanical aberrations between different trun-
cations we defined the intra-Δ and the inter-Δ group. The first group
contains all comparisons between truncations, whose truncation
lengths differ at most by two residues per monomer, e.g. truncations
Δ1–Δ2 or Δ7–Δ9. The inter-Δ group is comprised of pairs in which the
truncation lengths differ substantially such as Δ3–Δ8 or Δ1–Δ9.

Fig. 2 suggests two regimes for the truncation-truncation compari-
sons: the intra-Δ and inter-Δ group share common, distinct features
among each other: mean, shape, location of the maximum in the histo-
grams. The only deviation from this pattern is observed for the compar-
ison of theΔ7–Δ9 truncations. In spite of belonging to the intra-Δ group,
theΔ7–Δ9 overlap distances resemble the curvature of inter-Δ pairings.
In other words, deleting two N-terminal residues from the Δ7-
truncation introduced changes in the protein mechanics as drastic as
truncation pair the similarity is quantified as overlap distance of the eigenvectors/
pective mutants. The intra-Δgroup includes mutants whose monomer sizes differ by one
ore pronounced truncation pairs, which differ in length by more than three residues. The
e.
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deleting eight amino acids from theΔ1-mutant. This observation relates
very well to the experimental results, which have shown that removing
nine instead of seven residues of the N-terminus, rendered the channel
inactive [15].

To quantify the effects shown in Fig. 2, we computed a distancemea-
sure between the respective histograms (the Kullback–Leibler diver-
gence, see Supplementary information). The Kullback–Leibler
divergence shows striking differences between the intra-Δ and the
inter-Δ group (Fig. 3a). We found, that the truncation of the channel
by a similar number of amino acids leads to similar changes in dynamics
in general; this result is almost independent of the location of the trun-
cation. The only exception from this rule is the comparison of theΔ7–Δ9
truncation. For this particular pair of truncationwe see a remarkable dif-
ference: the changes induced by going from theΔ7 truncation to theΔ9
truncation is more severe than themodification of any other ΔL mutant
to its respective Δ(L + 1) or Δ(L + 2) mutants; eventually the relative
change is as severe as going for example from Δ1 to Δ8 mutant. This
can also be seen in Fig. 3b, which presents the clustering of the mutant
pairs in accordancewith their Kullback–Leibler distances. Again, we ob-
serve that only theΔ7–Δ9 pair from the intra-Δ group is assigned to the
inter-Δ group.

We further address the question whether the assignment of Δ7–Δ9
to the inter-Δ group rather than to the intra-Δ group results from
Fig. 3. Kullback–Leibler divergence of overlap distance histograms and resulting cluster-
ing. (A) Kullback–Leibler divergence of the overlap distance distributions. For each trunca-
tion pair, such as Δ7–Δ8 the overlap distance of the corresponding eigenvectors is
computed as ameasure formechano-dynamical similarity.We compare those overlap dis-
tance distributions among all truncation-truncation pairs by the Kullback–Leibler diver-
gence Dkl of the respective histograms; the shared deletions in each mutant-mutant pair
are schematically illustrated next to the labels as white boxes. Small Dkl values (white to
light-gray) indicate a high similarity of the underlying distributions. Note how the
Δ7–Δ9mutant (red) comparison ismuch closer to the group ofmutants,which differ sub-
stantially, like Δ1-Δ7 or Δ3–Δ8, eventually showing signatures of the fundamental phys-
iological changes found in vivo. (B) We computed a tree based on a clustering of the Dkl

values. Clearly, theΔ7–Δ9mutant pair is assigned to the inter-group. All results are insen-
sitive to the binning scheme used for the frequencies in the Dkl.
specific, important interactions within the Kcv structure. Hence, we
tested the sensitivity of our approach towards local changes. We identi-
fied the salt bridge, which is constituted of residues R10 and L94 in Kcv
as a crucial interaction that is close to the truncation site [15]. To test
whether this precise mutual interaction between the two amino acids
is relevant for the mechanical coupling in the channel we repeated
our protocol, but for all truncations this specific interaction was relaxed
by a) pushing the residues farther apart or by b) weakening/deleting its
interaction. Notably, with this procedure we obtained the same results
as before. This implies that our protocol is insensitive towards local,
small rearrangements and hence mutual interactions between amino
acids; the results of these experiments underscore the exceptional char-
acter of theΔ7–Δ9 step, which is inherent in the global structure rather
than in the local physicochemical interactions.

Altogether, the analysis revealed that truncating more than 7 to 8
residues has a devastating effect on the dynamics of the channel. This al-
tered dynamics in Kcv is correlated with the experimentally observed
loss of channel activity; like in the computational analysis we found a
sharp transition between active and inactive channels for a truncation
of more than 7 to 8 amino acids [15]. The results further imply that
the global protein structure is the main determinant of the dynamics
in the pore module of this potassium channel. Clearly, the sequence
has only an indirect effect as it needs to maintain the structure, thus
the fold of the monomers and the assembled tetramer. A similar insen-
sitivity of themolecular dynamics to (local) sequence variations – under
fixed structure – was also found in other molecular complexes; the ef-
fect of the sequence on the dynamics is rather mediated via the protein
fold [29].

The results of the analysis above strongly support the finding that
the N-terminus serves as a transmitter of conformational changes
fromupstreamelements to gating in the channel poremodule. This con-
clusion is further supported by experimental data, which show that the
critical region between amino acid 7 and 9 in the N-terminus of Kcv is
also relevant in the synthetic voltage sensitive Kvcsynt for the functional
coupling between the voltage sensor and the channel gate [18]. The
overall good agreement between the independent computational pre-
dictions and experimental data support the view that ANMs are a suit-
able tool for uncovering structure/function correlates in the small K+

channel.

3.2. Single switch-off of interactions to investigate importance of individual
interactions

To gain further insight into the tectonics, e.g. on the functional con-
nectivity between the N-terminus of Kcv and other functional domains
of the channel, we applied a protocol in which single non-covalent con-
tacts were artificially deleted in all monomers simultaneously, in analo-
gy to an established protocol [19]; all other interactions of the
corresponding residueswere left untouched. Connections between sub-
unitswere retained and the effectwas quantifiedby the Frobenius norm
of the covariance matrices. This protocol was already successfully ap-
plied previously to the HIV1 protease to identify important contacts
(in contrast towhole residues) for the biomechanics of this protein [19].

With the specific interest on the role of the N-terminus on channel
gating, we illustrate in Fig. 4 the results of single switch offs on the C-
terminus. This is valid considering that the negatively charged C-
terminus functions as a gate in theKcv channel [14,15]. For each existing
contact, excluding those with at least one residue belonging to the C-
terminal region, the Frobenius norm is shown.

Above all, the data show that deleting interactions of amino acidM1
with other amino acids in the N-terminus leads to major changes in the
mechanics of the C-terminus. Worth noting is that the importance of
this amino acid can only be appreciated in computational studies since
this amino acid cannot be replaced in experiments. In addition to con-
tacts in the N-terminus the analysis also reveals large effects of contacts
between both transmembrane domains TMD1 and TMD2 on the C-



Fig. 4. Frobenius Norm for C-terminal residues in single-switch-off. Single switch-off results for the C-terminus. Each interaction of contacting residues (i,j) that are not classified as C-ter-
minal residues (indicated by the shaded area) is switched off one at a time in all chains simultaneously. The Frobenius norm is computed for C-terminal parts of the covariance matrices.
Blue colors indicate interactions having a high influence on the dynamics of the C-terminus, whereas yellow interactions are negligible.
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terminus. The most significant residue contacts are between the pairs:
F19-V87, A22-T86 and A22-V87 (see Table 1). Important to note here
are two things: the analysis again highlights the region around amino
acid 20 in TM1, which was already in previous experimental studies
identified as a key amino acid for gating and for long range interactions
in the Kcv channel. Mutations of AA 19 and 20 for example are able to
alter the gating properties and the susceptibility of block by Ba2+ in
the Kcv channel [41,42]. The analysis also underscores an interaction
of TMD1 with the mobile part of TMD2 e.g. amino acids downstream
of His82 [23]. From MD simulations it is known that the mobility of
the lower part of TMD2 is important for the channel gate at the entry
to the cavity [14,21]. Altogether the data confirm a functional signifi-
cance of contacts within the N- and between the TMDs with an impact
on the mechanics of the C-terminus. Therefore, motions in the N-
terminus as well as connections between the TMD can be transmitted
to a potential gate of the Kcv channel.

The same analysis was performed for all other functional domains
namely the N-terminus, TMD1, TMD2, the turret, the pore and the filter
region. Table 1 and Fig. 5 shows the top 5 contacts ranked according to
their influence on the respective regions measured on the basis of their
Frobenius norms. The results again highlight the functional significance
in TMD1 around amino acid 20 and even more so the role of the N-
terminus on the overall mechanics of Kcv. While this domain contrib-
utes only 13% of the entire protein, 40% of the top-scored interactions
include an amino acid from the N-terminus in the pairwise interaction
(Table 1). More than half of these interaction partners in the N-
Table 1
Contacts with major influence on the dynamics of specified channel regions. Results for
single switch-off experiments. For each region (as defined in Figs. 1 and 5) the contacts
with thehighest influence (quantifiedby the Frobenius normof respective covariancema-
trix portions) on the dynamics of the respective region are listed. Contacts, which include
an amino acid from the N-terminus are highlighted in yellow.

SH TMD1 T PH SF TMD2 C

E12-L94 E12-L94 D52-D68 A22-L94 F19-S62 E12-L94 M1-F4
T11-L94 L92-L94 D68-K72 T9-A22 F19-H61 A22-L94 A22-T86
L18-L94 T9-T93 F24-I51 E12-L94 M1-I90 S5-I90 M1-L8
A22-L94 T11-L94 D68-P71 L18-F24 I69-I81 T11-L94 M1-T9
L18-T20 S5-L92 P32-D52 M1-I90 M1-V91 T9-A22 A22-V87
terminus are located on the portion of the N-terminus, which was
found crucial in the analysis of Fig. 3 and in experiments in which the
N-terminus was sequentially truncated [15]. The data suggest that the
N-terminus and in particular the amino acids downstream of amino
acid L8 form multiple contacts with different amino acids in their
Fig. 5.Mechanical coupling of N-terminus with other domains in Kcv channel. Monomer
of Kcv channelwith cytoplasmicN-terminus (NT), the outer (TMD1), the inner transmem-
brane domain (TMD2), the pore helix (PH), the turret (T) and the selectivity filter motive
(SF). The 8 main contacts from Table 1, which involve an amino acid in the N-terminus,
and which cause significant change of displacement when switched off are indicated by
cylinders.
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vicinity and that these interactions have amajor impact on themechan-
ics of all functional domains in the channel; only the turret seems to be
unaffected by the N-terminus. A graphical presentation of the top scor-
ing interactions of N-terminal amino acids with amino acids outside the
N-terminus is shown in Fig. 5. The data illustrate that themajority of the
functionally important interaction are between different parts of the N-
terminus and the last 4 amino acids in the C-terminus. The most prom-
inent contact, which affects the mechanics of nearly every functional
domain, is that between E12 and the C-terminal AA L94.
4. Conclusion

Reduced molecular models are capable to generate a global map for
the mechanical connections in a small K+ channel. This map provides
detailed information on long-distance interactions in this miniature
channel, which cannot be directly explained by mutual interactions of
amino acids. The good agreement between the simulation data and ex-
perimental results furthermore implies that ANM models are suitable
for understanding the dynamics of K+-channel proteins. As a quality
control we find that some of the main mechanical interactions in the
Kcv channel, which were identified from the network model, are in
agreement with experimental results, which have suggested long-
range interactions between the outer TMD domain and the pore in
this channel [22,41,42]. Beyond this, the ANM also shows that a trunca-
tion of the N-terminus of Kcv beyond a critical length has a devastating
effect on the channel structure and that this truncation is correlated
with a loss of experimentally detectable channel function [15]. The
data furthermore highlight that parts of the N-terminus form multiple
interactions with neighboring domains with a profound impact on the
mechanics of key domains in the channel. The latter also includes do-
mains like the filter, the pore and the C-terminus e.g. domains, which
were already identified as potential gates in the Kcv channel [13–15].
Taken together, the data support the view, that movements of the N-
terminus can indeed be transmitted via long-range interactions to the
gates of the channel.

In the particular case of theN-terminus, our results demonstrate that
important mechanical properties are governed predominantly by the
protein topology. These functionalmodes presumably determine gener-
ic mechanical interactions in a K+ channel. Any precise and channel
specific feature, which is characteristic for a certain type of K+ channel
with the same pore architecture, is thenmodulated on top of these gen-
uine modes by specific amino acid interactions.

Interestingly, we found that the topology of the channel complex
alone is responsible for all of the generic effects summarized above.
This suggests, that the molecular evolution has folded the monomers
and shaped the tetramer structure to a topology solely responsible for
the dynamical effects necessary to explain the experimental findings
discussed above. Therefore, sequence details seem to have only an
implicit effect on the coarse-grained dynamics via the fold and not
through biochemical details at a smaller scale. This finding suggests,
that the dynamical effects are merely caused by the structure alone;
they can only slightly be altered by local changes. The same effect was
already found for the bacterial ribosome [31]. We believe, that this ob-
servation has interesting implications for the rational design of func-
tional channels. We hypothesize that one needs – at least for the
coarse-grained scale – only a structural model and not a particular
sequence to assess the molecular dynamics and not concern oneself
with the particulars of the (local) biochemistry. Note, that this applies
only to the dynamics of the protein, and not to the physical chemistry
of, e.g., the ion transport process.
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